
 

Many people, of whom probably more than half held up some antiwar 

placard, were lining Charles Street, the street where the RSL hall was 

situated.  

“There must be four to five hundred people here, Dave.” 

“Yes, out of a million inhabitants.” 

“Come on, don’t be pessimistic. The resistance to that damned war is 

growing.” 

“Hm, you’re right, Genny. But how many people do we need to finish 

the war? How many Vietnamese will still have to die?” 

Soon everybody felt something was about to happen. Yes, the minister’s 

car was approaching. Nobody was standing on the asphalt, and there was 

room on the footpath for passersby to negotiate their way. That had been 

hammered in to all protestors beforehand; it was necessary to avoid giving 

the police the usual pretext to arrest for “obstruction of pedestrians and/or 

traffic”.  

A large hum of noises erupted, and various groups were chanting. 

David was not sure whether to approve of the solidarity of the chanters or to 

disapprove of the primitive content of “Go to hell, Wentworth!” “One – two – 

three –four – we don’t want this war!” Do you oppose a war with such 

asinine slogans?  

The minister’s car was now very close, preceded by police on 

motorcycles. Finally all stopped, and everybody’s eyes turned to the car from 

which the corpulent minister had to emerge. When he did plop out, rather 

inelegantly, a group of about a dozen young people, mostly men, wearing 

black clothes with a red scarf, ran toward him with: “Fascist! Murderer! 

Fascist! Murderer!” It seemed the group wanted to assault the man 

physically. 

Somebody nearby yelled out, “Hey, you Trots! Piss off! You can’t take 

over a peaceful demo! We know your tactics! Get lost!”  

The policemen leapt from their motorcycles, and just as quickly the 

black-and-red group disappeared. 

David turned to Genevieve: “What stupidity! We want to make the man 

speak and listen – that sort of stuff only gives him an excuse to avoid any 

sort of debate and to call us savages or something.” 

Genevieve nodded, then pointed across the street: “Look, the leeches 

are coming.” 

Now David too saw that a group of poorly disguised secret policemen 

were approaching from the other side. Somehow they could not disguise 

their identity. But what were they aiming to do? Nobody was obstructing the 

roadway, or the footpath. Only the agitators who had already departed the 

scene could be remotely described as “disturbing the peace”. But the secret 



cops kept coming, perhaps fifty of them, and they fanned out among the 

crowd of protestors.  

Suddenly David felt a sharp burning sensation on the nape of his neck. 

Abruptly he turned around and saw a moonfaced chap with a nasty grin 

holding a cigarette. The man had obviously deliberately burned him. “Hey, 

you bloody idiot! Why did you do that?” David barked at him.  

“Ha, obscene language! Charlie, help me take this bastard!” 

Then another man David had not been aware of suddenly punched 

David’s face. “Hey!” roared David, and by instinct he leapt toward the 

attacker to counterpunch. The attacker retreated a little. David angrily 

followed, but suddenly the moonfaced man jumped onto his back so heavily 

that David almost fell. Before he could regain his balance, the two men had 

grasped him by both arms and were irresistibly shoving him forward. The 

other protestors scattered, not knowing what was happening and hoping to 

stay clear of violence.  

David felt himself being shoved around a corner into a side street. His 

strong legs were not enough to withstand the pressure. Genevieve was 

following and screaming, “Leave him alone, you bastards!” One of the secret 

policemen turned to her, “Shut up, you bitch, or we’ll take you in too!” A 

paddy wagon was waiting, in fact there was a line of those police vehicles in 

that side street. One of the men threw open a door at the back of the wagon, 

and then the two of them hurled David into the vehicle so heavily that his 

face scraped on the metallic floor and his head thumped into the metallic 

wall, just after somebody, presumably a journalist, had captured the scene 

on his camera. Then there was a creak and a clang of the metallic door 

shutting. David was still struggling for equilibrium and feeling blood gushing 

from his wounded face.  

Then he sat down to glimpse through the tiny window grill – he was 

vaguely aware that he was not the only victim of this provocation. Angrily 

yelling men were being bundled into other paddy wagons. Each time two 

“special branch” policemen were manhandling a single victim. To David’s 

surprise the door of “his” wagon was thrust open, and another young man 

was hurled in and collided with David, then the door again clanged shut and 

creakily locked from outside. When David and the other victim had finished 

untangling themselves, they heard one of the attackers say, “Okay, Percy, 

we’ve got our share. Let’s go!” 

Just before the paddy wagon was started up, David managed to catch a 

glimpse of Genevieve’s worried, angry face. He managed to say, “I’m okay, 

Gen!” but the words came out of a very sore face.   

 


